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Overview
The South Carolina Council on Competitiveness (SC Competes) hosted an AI Rapid Innovation Lab (AI RIL) on April
5, 2022, which was facilitated by Fraunhofer USA and included deliberations by SC Competes, Fraunhofer USA,
state agencies, artificial intelligence (AI) experts, and thought leaders from South Carolina industry and education.
Other key representatives from public and private entities were invited and who elected to attend as observers.
The goal of the AI RIL was to generate visions for an AI-enabled corridor in South Carolina that could be realized
within three (3) years. The strategic purpose of the AI RIL was to accumulate AI-centric improvement initiatives
under a multi-year implementation plan to bolster AI capabilities in South Carolina and apply these capabilities to
strengthen commerce, education, and other areas of public interest. A secondary goal of the AI RIL was to identify
concrete next steps and funding opportunities to support implementing these visions.
Attendees, both participants and observers, included representatives from the following entities (NOTE: Other
relevant stakeholders were invited but were, unfortunately, unable to participate during the scheduled
facilitation):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Carolina Council on Competitiveness
ADoH Scientific
BMW
BrightMa Farms
The Citadel
Clemson University
Fraunhofer USA
Heron Farms
Hank.AI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical University of South Carolina
South Carolina Department of
Administration
South Carolina Department of Commerce
South Carolina Department of Employment
and Workforce
South Carolina Research Authority
Trident Technical College
University of South Carolina

Participants engaged in small-group activities to quickly generate and concretize ideas for what an AI-enabled
corridor would be for South Carolina based on regional strengths and opportunities. During the AI RIL, participants
first explored the definition of “AI-enabled Corridor,” generated many roughly-formed ideas for the future,
consolidated the most promising ideas into concrete opportunities, and finally, presented their ideas to the group
for evaluation.
The AI Rapid Innovation Lab workshop was made possible through funding designated by The Honorable Henry
McMaster, Governor of the State of South Carolina, as provided by the U.S. Economic Development
Administration (EDA).
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What is Artificial Intelligence?
The facilitator provided participants with definitions of “artificial intelligence” that could be considered in working
through various activities throughout the day.
Definition 1: “Artificial Intelligence is that activity devoted to making machines intelligent. Intelligence is that
quality that enables an entity to function appropriately and with foresight in its environment.”
Definition 2: “Artificial Intelligence is the development of computer systems that are able to perform tasks that
normally require human intelligence...such as visual perception, speech recognition, learning, decision-making,
and natural language processing.”
The facilitator further posed challenges that exist in and around AI in setting the stage for the day’s activities.
Challenges in Artificial Intelligence

Perception

Decision

Autonomy

Highest

The AI decides everything and
acts autonomously, ignoring
the human

The AI executes automatically,
then informs the human

Autonomy
The AI executes a suggestion if
a human operator approves

The AI offers suggestions
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Lotus Blossom Activity
Participants explored “What an AI-Enabled Corridor in SC” means. What are some dimensions of AI? What does
“corridor” mean? What challenges should the goal address? What opportunities exist?
Findings/Ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Fairness, ethics, safety
Tradeoffs over time
Configurable
Disclosure
Required Infrastructure
Free people from
having to navigate
bureaucracy
Respect human values
Connect data to
machines to people
Demonstrate
advantages of
collaboration
Accessibility
Low code
Human control
Educational resources
and opportunities
Engagement
Break stigma
AI for people
Platform, not solution
Socially-designated
“spaces”
Support at all scales –
Individual, household,
community, company
Opportunity to
combine previouslysiloed data
Curation
Labels
Facilitate flow of data
AI-literate workforce/
Better training/Access

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Emergency
management
Climate – early warning
systems
Improved/enhanced
governance
Optimization of
renewable energy
distribution
Sustainability – increase
options
Speed & Accuracy
Challenge: Humans are
unpredictable
Data mapping
optimization
Corridor = Connectivity
& Acceleration
Interconnected
Dangerous AI by
novices
Mental health – early
warning signs
Academic & industry
partnerships
Embrace of AI politically
Future of work
Get more biz for SC biz
IDOPS (genomic
microbiology/agribusin
ess) for trade –
Domestic & global
Connect supply chain in
SC…Identify
applications

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Business continuity
planning (cybersecurity)
Identify blind spots
Increase productivity
Challenge: Determine
what jobs AI will take
away
Enhance recycling
collection & sorting
Eliminate dirty, dull,
dangerous jobs
AI for smart, but
ethical, warfare
K-12 AI education/
training for students &
teachers
“Black box” AI –
algorithms that justify
bad decisions
Autonomous feedback
from industries
Empower vs. Exploit
people
Cross-industry
pollination
Beware: Corridors could
box in
Corridor = Expert-led
team dedicated to
exploration and
commercialization of AI
advancements
Market the value of AI
Pathway with
crossroads
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Circle of Opportunity Activity
Participants generated many ideas by combining aspects of the problem semi-randomly.
Findings/Ideas:
EXPENSIVE

USEFUL

11
HEAVY

MOBILE

12

LARGE

1

9

TRIM

MANUAL

2

10

3
4

8
7
ROUND

6

5

HARD

GREEN

ELASTIC

DURABLE

Circle of Opportunity
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Proposed AI-Enabled Visions for the Future
Working in four teams of four to six persons, the participants generated over fifty (50) initial high-level ideas that would
be part of an AI-enabled corridor in South Carolina. Participants selected the most promising ideas for further refinement
given the constraint the idea should be realizable within three (3) years. The groups selected seven (7) ideas for refinement
and further specification, as follows:
1) AI Space Station – An AI collaboration space, virtual and/or physical, where SC community partners approach
problems/opportunities that may be solvable using AI and using AI as a driver for public good. Technical experts
select and apply AI to the problem data set. This collaboration space is open to public and private entities in SC
and provides the technical expertise and computing hardware required. It is analogous to a “maker space” where
persons can apply AI to solve problems. The metaphor of the space station captures the idea that each partner in
the collaboration (problem-haver, data-provider, technical expert, community member) contribute to the mission
in some way. Similar models are currently in use; however, they tend to be used in more siloed applications (e.g..,
medicine, education.
2) abundAInce: holistic education through AI – Smart robots to help with K-12 education that also provide mental
health guidance. The AI tailors educational activities, mental health awareness, and self-help strategies to the
needs of individual children, based on past interactions. This vision bolsters public education and improves
individual mental health. The mental health component is essential, beyond the benefit provided to the individual
student, as it saves society money in terms of policing, social work, losses from crime, and future health costs.
Individualized education plans ensure that an even greater proportion of the population is properly trained for
the future workforce.
3) Here’s looking at you kid: a girl and her robot – Similar to abundAInce but focusing on emotional intelligence and
social awareness to help educators and caregivers guide students through healthy development.
4) Climate Smart Farming – AI-based genomic prediction to assist in producing high-yield, resilient crop strains. These
new strains are piloted in HBCU (Historically Black Colleges & Universities) R&D consortiums before distribution
to regional farmers. The low-risk crops support the agricultural industry, while the AI-driven genomic development
spurs an R&D cycle that benefits academic institutions that creates new solutions for crop processing and logistics.
5) Healthcare Where I Am – AI helps predict patient needs. These predictions are used to schedule a mobile health
center that targets rural communities and/or isolated individuals who cannot easily travel to a health care
provider. The AI can help schedule specialist providers based on the individual’s symptoms or known conditions.
This vision would reduce healthcare costs by promoting symptom management and regular check-ups instead of
emergency interventions.
6) The Carbon Father: AI-enabled energy savings – Utility companies deploy network connected thermostats. AI
identifies opportunities for energy efficiency projects using this data. Utility companies incentivize customers to
participate in the energy efficiency projects. For example, “You will earn 5 Karma Points by turning off three lights
in your home. Earning 20 Karma Points will reduce your monthly bill by $5.” Customers will benefit from
participating in social good and receiving individual savings, whereas the public and utility companies will benefit
from a reduced carbon footprint of the energy grid.
7) Sensitive Streets: Sensors on the street collect data from passing vehicles and the environment for predictive
modeling/AI to eliminate challenges and create opportunities. For example, sensing the quantity of cars and
pedestrians at an intersection and controlling traffic signals to reduce idle time. Another example is monitoring
acoustic signals for loud sounds to identify vehicle accidents and notify emergency services or redirect traffic by
controlling traffic signals at surrounding intersections.
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Evaluation
Participants pitched their ideas to the group. Individual participants then distributed points across their favorite ideas,
voting to green light the AI Space Station project.

Educational Institution Collaboration Brainstorming
At the conclusion of the AI RIL session, SC Competes led a brainstorming session with representatives from academia who
attended the AI RIL to explore collaboration opportunities and the utilization of funding available through the SC
Fraunhofer USA Alliance (SCFUSA), a program managed by SC Competes in partnership with the SC Department of
Commerce.
Discussion/Ideas:
• SCFUSA desires to fund more projects with public/educational institutions
• SCFUSA looking to match federal $, and not just industry $
• Application support would be helpful
• Determine whether NSF grants allow state matching funds
• Clemson – Forestry + collaboration with UPenn in AI (ideal harvesting, precision and optimization)
o Fraunhofer USA – Practical applications of this would be great (paper industry)
• The Citadel – Working to build an AI Innovation Center, Recruitment of students from Trident Technical College
o SCFUSA – Dedicated $ available for student involvement in projects through Fraunhofer Scholars, with or
without a faculty advisor
• The Citadel – Graduate experience and funding from school, alone, is not enough. Proposed $3k from school and
$3k from SCFUSA for summer research projects.
o SCFUSA – Needs to be a good fit as far as the project, but several instances of this type of collaboration
with SCFUSA funds.
• The Citadel – Cybersecurity is in the Citadel’s School of Math & Science; very interested in expanding faculty
involvement.
• Trident Technical College – Exposure to pathways and possibilities is important. Many students enter wanting to
be an engineer and fail to make it through the technical college training to transfer for a degree.
• Trident Technical College – AI curriculum needs to be taught in K-12. Once a student decides to go to school to be
an engineer, for example, they are not where they need to be.
• The Citadel – Looking to do an AI Camp. They have curriculum to the camp and want to make it scalable, appealing
to females and minorities.
• State of SC – Model schools/curriculum to mimic what students will experience on the job through automation.
o Fraunhofer USA – Automation is a ripe area in education. Difficult to implement, but there are certainly
opportunities.
• The Citadel – Developing AI coursework to upskill workers. Certified with MGAC – could be a resource for the state
(online and in-person offerings)
• Clemson – Need interactive and innovative education with industry alignment
• State of SC – Target students where AI could be injected for beneficial educational outcomes
o Fraunhofer USA – Both education using AI and education about AI; need to find need for both
• The Citadel – Idea to produce a hackathon-style program dealing with the supply chain and AI exposure, engaging
students including HBCU and high school students; potential partnership with APL Logistics
o Fraunhofer USA – This could be pitched straight to Amazon for a dialectical interpretation by Alexa with
search engine discrimination.
• SCFUSA – One main goal of this discussion was to connect all of the educational institutions and revisit the ideas
presented at the next SCFUSA review board meeting to come up with a cohesive, collaborative plan.
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